Asymmetric Light Excitation for Photodetectors Based on Nanoscale Semiconductors.
A photodetector is a key device to extend the cognition fields of mankind and to enrich information transfer. With the advent of emerging nanomaterials and nanophotonic techniques, new explorations and designs for photodetection have been constantly put forward. Here, we report the asymmetric-light-excitation photoelectric detectors with symmetric electrical contacts working at zero external bias. Unlike conventional photodetectors with symmetric contacts which are usually used as photoconductors or phototransistors showing no photocurrent at zero bias, in this device, the asymmetric-light-excitation structure is designed to ensure that only one Schottky junction between two metallic electrodes and semiconductors is illuminated. In this condition, a device can contribute to a photocurrent without bias. Furthermore, incident light with global illumination will be redistributed by the top Au patterns on devices. The achievement of detectors benefits from the designed redistribution of optical field on specific Schottky barriers within optically active regions and effective carrier collection, producing unidirectional photocurrent for large-scale detection applications. The response mechanisms, including excitations under different polarizations, wavebands, and tilted incidences, were systematically elaborated. Device performances including photocurrent, dynamic response, and detectivity were also carefully measured, demonstrating the possibility for applications in high-speed imaging sensors or integrated optoelectronic systems. The concept of asymmetric-light-excitation photodetectors shows wider availability to other nanomaterials for modern optoelectronics.